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Jealous Minds Think Alike
You Me At Six

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                             Jealous Minds Think Alike - You Me At Six
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Tabbed by: cannibal_freak1
Email: george-walters@hotmail.co.uk

Tuning: standard

So these are just the chords for the time being :)
Remember; These are all power chords

Intro: B5, F#5, G5, A5  x2

B5                         E5          G5
I guess now is a good time to tell the truth
B5                        E5      G5
The pedigree I carry will swallow you
B5
I am not what you are
E5               G5
Foolish in every way
B5
Inside of you
E5          G5
And they re watching you

B5      F#5    G5        A5     
Sad sad sight before the sore sore 
B5               F#5           G5         A5
eyes and they re heavy for the weakest of minds
B5          F#5      G5         A5    
You got the boys the boys oh so fine 
B5       F#5         G5           A5
oh but I know you re wasting your time
E5    G5
Goooooo
E5    A5
Goooooo

D5                      A5
You can the ghost in my hall
                             B5
You can be the smile I don t want
                        G5                 
I ll be the fly on your wall
D5                         A5
You can be the distance in between



                        B5
You can be everything I need
                           G5
You ll be the girl I don t call

B5, F#5, G5, A5

B5                                                   E5
Oh just imagine what I thought when I opened up that door
G5
It was a million things to one
B5                            
Oh just imagine what they ll think
E5
When they see me lead you on
G5
Without me loosing sleep
E5    G5
Wroooooong
E5    A5
Wroooooong

D5                      A5
You can the ghost in my hall
                             B5
You can be the smile I don t want
                        G5                 
I ll be the fly on your wall
D                          A5
You can be the distance in between
                        B5
You can be everything I need
                           G5
You ll be the girl I don t call

D5, D5, A5, A5
D5, D5, A5, A5

It s so wrong
So wrong
It s so wrong

D                      A
You can be ghost in my hall
                             B
You can be the smile I don t want
                   G
I ll be the fly on your

D5                      A5



You can the ghost in my hall
                             B5
You can be the smile I don t want
                        G5                 
I ll be the fly on your wall
D5                         A5
You can be the distance in between
                        B5
You can be everything I need
                           G5
You ll be the girl I don t call

D5
Jealous minds think alike
         A5
You re a dent in time
                   B5
I m wasting all my time
            G5
You re only gone

End on D5

| /  slide up
| \  slide down
| h  hammer-on
| p  pull-off
| ~  vibrato
| +  harmonic
| x  Mute note
===============================================================================


